Unit
Functions

ENGLISH 12
MUSIC
Expressing opinion (agreeing, disagreeing, etc.)
Expressing preferences

Activity Book

PREFACE
The activity book includes different types and levels of activities that allow students
to use the knowledge and skills they have learned at their schools. Through these
activities, students will have the opportunity to monitor their own development, and
at the same time, teachers will have the opportunity to give them effective feedback
and to follow the cognitive development of their students at different levels. In
this respect, the activities in the activity book are structured in a way that allows
observing the outputs for all cognitive domain steps.

The use of all types of fill-in-the-blank, matching, multiple-choice, open-ended, and
short-answer items in the activities aims to serve this purpose. In addition to these
activities that students are already familiar with, the activity book contains activities
such as crossword and wordsearch puzzles, which enable them to have a pleasant
time. Also, in the “Do I remember?” section, students will be able to make their selfevaluations and have the opportunity to revise the parts of the theme in which they
have a poor performance through the QR codes.

The activity book, which has been prepared and controlled by experts in the field, is
intended to contribute to our students and teachers.
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Do I Remember?
How much do you remember? Tick the correct option for you. Add up your points and evaluate your
performance according to the scale.

1

“You are absolutely right, that’s so true, I agree to a certain extent, no doubt about
it” are some of the expressions of agreement.

I remember
2 points
I partly remember
1 point
I don’t remember
0 point

2

“I’m afraid I disagree, I am not sure about it, that’s not always true, I totally disagree,
and I would say the exact opposite” are some of the expressions of disagreement.

I remember
2 points
I partly remember
1 point
I don’t remember
0 point

3

“I prefer coffee to tea, he would prefer to take English, I prefer jazz” are some of the
expressions of preferences.

I remember
2 points
I partly remember
1 point
I don’t remember
0 point

I remember
2 points

4

“Lively, calming, upbeat, raucous, deafening, funky, healing, eerie, and acoustic” are
some adjectives to describe your taste in music.

I partly remember
1 point
I don’t remember
0 point

5

Rising and falling intonations are used in several sentences, for example while
talking about choices, conditional sentences, at the end of the statements and also
while inviting somebody to do or to have something, or requesting information.

I remember
2 points
I partly remember
1 point
I don’t remember
0 point

I remember
2 points

6

“Majority” and “minority” are two of the most significant words used to interpret
a survey.

I partly remember
1 point
I don’t remember
0 point
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Do I Remember?

7

Heavy metal appeared in the 1960s in the United Kingdom and the United States of
America. It was originated from blues rock. It’s a very loud and strong kind of music.

I remember
2 points
I partly remember
1 point
I don’t remember
0 point

8

Country music is a popular type of music that originated in the Southern United
States. It is influenced by Celtic music, gospel music and it evolved rapidly in the
1920s.

I remember
2 points
I partly remember
1 point
I don’t remember
0 point

I remember
2 points

9

Reggae music is a type of West Indian popular music with strong rhythms. It was
originated in Jamaica in the late 1960s.

I partly remember
1 point
I don’t remember
0 point

I remember
2 points

10

You can see the venue, motto, band’s name, date and time on a poster of a concert.

I partly remember
1 point
I don’t remember
0 point

EVALUATION SCALE
Points

Points

Points

20-16

15-13

12-0

Well done!

The summary of
statements
1-2-3-4

4

Study Harder!

The summary
of statement
5

Your Total
Points

Revise the Theme.

The summary
of statement
6
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The summary of
statements
7-8-9

The summary
of statement
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Matching
Match the words with the related statements.

1

The Bir
expressions
in thissoruları
song don’t
make
sense
to me
as they don’t
amaca yönelik
sistemli
bir any
şekilde
sorarak
anlamaya
trigger
and ve
utter
my innermost
feelings and emotions.
çalışma
gerçeğe
ulaşma çabasıdır.

H - Rasyonel olma
melody

A

background of the
singer

B

3

İdil Biret is an internationally acclaimed Turkish pianist. She is also a
phenomenon of the music world with a repertoire of 130 concertos and
125 CDs.

instrument

C

4

There are different types of music such as rock, folk, jazz and hip-hop
and each has distinctive characteristics.

voice of the singer

D

5

No one can think of a rock song which doesn’t include drums and a bass
guitar. They are indispensable parts of rock music.

lyrics

E

6

If you don’t want to sing alone, you can form a small group of musicians
and compose songs and perform them on the stage together.

music preferences

F

7

Although the lyrics, melody and rhythms of the song were perfect, the
singer wasn’t vocally good enough to sing such a masterpiece.

band

G

8

It is passion, hope, feelings, and the beat to your heart. If you choose the
right one, you find the deepest and most powerful part of your soul. You
feel like your soul is singing to you.

popularity of an
artist

H

9

It is up to you what genre of music you will listen to. It depends on
how you feel. If you feel melancholic, you may listen to slow pop, or
arabesque music, or, if you are happy, you may listen to pop music.

audience

I

10

The fans of the famous singer, who came from every corner of the
country, were impatiently waiting for him to appear on the stage. They
all seemed excited to watch his live performance.

genre

J

2

“One of the most well-known Turkish folk music singers is Neşet Ertaş. He was
born in Kırıkkale. He dedicated his life to music and especially ‘the bağlama’. He
is regarded as one of the living human treasures of Turkish folk music.”
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Fill in the Blanks
Fill in the blanks with “prefer”, “would prefer” or “would rather”. Make an addition to “prefer” if
necessary.

would prefer

prefer

would rather

1. Most of the students ................................................ staying silent during speaking classes as they are afraid of
making mistakes while talking in English.
2. I’m an intrapersonal person, so I ................................................ to carry out an individual project rather than a
group project.
3. At weekends, everyone has a responsibility to fulfil at home. My father ................................................ do the
cooking than clean the house and he cooks delicious meals for us.
4. Boys aged 3-6 ................................................ spending time with their mothers to their fathers, which is called
Oedipus complex.
5. With the advancement of technology, most people ................................................ communicate with each
other with their smartphones than traditional ways like writing letters.
6. Students who have an ambition in life ................................................ to study in order to achieve their dreams
rather than waste their time on social media.
7. As my father is a sports lover, he ................................................ walk to his office than go there by car.
8. My brother ................................................ buying a book to reading it online because he says he has difficulty in
following the lines when he reads it online.
9. I ................................................ to stay at home and watch my favourite TV programme rather than do sports
at a gym.
10. Some people ................................................ wearing t-shirts even in winter.
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Multiple Choice
Choose the correct option.
Expressions of
Agreeing

Expressions of
Disagreeing

Expressions of
Preference

I couldn’t agree

I totally disagree

I would rather

more

listen to jazz
music than rap
music

You are absolutely

No doubt about it

right
That’s so true

My sister prefers
cooking at home

I don’t think so

Teenagers would
prefer to spend
time with their
friends rather
than their family

2
Look at the table above and find the expression
that is placed in the wrong column.

1

A) I couldn’t agree more
B) No doubt about it
C) I don’t think so
D) My sister prefers cooking at home
E) That’s so true

Which of the following sentence is not correct
according to the poster above?
A) If you are a student, you pay less money for the
festival than an adult.
B) You can call the phone number given and ask for some
details.
C) The festival appeals to everyone who likes any kind
of music.
D) The poster gives information about where the festival
is going to take place.
E) According to the information given in the poster, the
festival is going to take three hours.

3
Which of the following sentences is closest in
meaning to the sentence given below?
“Music is a way to express feelings through melody and
rhythm.”
A) Music is a form of expression that uses melody and
rhythm to convey emotions.
B) Music, which is composed by using melody and
rhythm, expresses the mood people in.
C) Thanks to melody and rhythm, people can express
their emotions well.
D) People listen to music to convey their emotions due
to melody and rhythm.
E) Because of the melody and rhythm in music, you can
express how you feel.
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Multiple Choice
4

6
Circle the suitable statement for the situation
given below.
One of your friends says that he doesn’t understand
why people prefer listening to jazz, and it’s unbearable.
As a person who is into jazz music, you don’t agree with
him by saying:
A) I agree with you to some extent, but music taste may
differ from person to person.
B) To me, jazz music is a music genre that people avoid
listening to.
C) In my view, there are better music types than jazz
music.
D) I couldn’t agree more. I hate it when my brother
starts playing jazz music on his computer.
E) I don’t think so. It is the only kind of music that makes
me calm and peaceful.

5

Sally: What type of music do you like?
Rita: I am into ----.
Sally: What type of music is it?
Rita: It’s a popular type of music that first appeared
in the 1980s. It’s a form of electronic music. It
has fast beats and is based in African American
music styles.

Which of the following can complete the
conversation above?
A) country
B) jazz		
C) techno
D) rap
E) disco

7
Fill in the blank with the correct music genre.
............. music is a music genre that is traditional and
passed down on from generation to generation. In
Turkey, the most frequently used instrument in this
music genre is “the bağlama.”
A) Reggae
B) Country
C) Hip hop
D) Folk
E) Rock

Elvis Presley was born in 1935 in Mississippi and he
lived in a very poor family. In 1947, his family decided
to move to Memphis where he lived for the rest of
his life. He loved rock music so much. His first record
“Heartbreak Hotel” was released in 1956. This was
also the title of his first film, too. During his short
life he acted in 33 films and he got 45 gold records.
Two years later he was in the American army. So,
he spent two years in Germany. In 1960, when he
came back home, he was the most famous singer in
the world and newspapers said he was “The King of
Rock”. He got married and had a daughter, Lisa. He
died suddenly in 1977 at his Graceland home at the
age of 42.

What can be the best title of the text above?
A) The King of Rock
B) Elvis and His Family
C) The History of Rock
D) American Army and Elvis
E) Childhood of Rock Star
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Reading Activity
Read the text and answer the questions.
Music and Memory
Keeping students in music lessons is a great way to help them to have better verbal memories. According
to a recent study, children who take a regular music training have better verbal memories and this advantage
continues even after the training is finished. Researchers studied 90 boys aged six to fifteen. Half of the group
had music training both from individual lessons and participation in their schools’ string orchestras. When
their verbal memories were tested, the young musicians performed much better than their non-musical peers.
However, no such difference was found in tests of visual memory.
The researchers believe that there is a relationship between music and verbal memory because they are
both centred in the left brain. Therefore, the music training may have served as a type of exercise for the
brain, and consequently children who were interested in music performed better in related tasks. In a follow-up
memory test a year later, researchers found that students who stopped taking a music training still performed
better than those who had never taken any lessons in the first place. However, their level of verbal memory
levelled off after they quit.

A. Answer the following questions according to the passage above.
1. What was the aim of the research?
.................................................................................................................................................................................. .
2. What changes were observed on the participants according to the research?
.................................................................................................................................................................................. .
3. Did the music training maintain its effect even after the participants stopped it?
.................................................................................................................................................................................. .

B. Complete the sentences according to the passage given above.
1. Taking regular music trainings have a positive effect on .............................................. .
2. There is no relationship between music and ............................................... memory.
3. Both music and verbal memory are ............................................... in the left brain.
4. The follow-up memory test was conducted ............................................... later.

C. According to the information given in the passage, write a suggestion for people who want to improve
their verbal memory.
If you want to have a better verbal memory, you should ............................................... .
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Crossword Puzzle
Do the crossword puzzle and find the keyword.

1

7

2

3

4

5

ACROSS

DOWN

3. very loud

1. to like one thing or person better than another

4. the largest part of a group of people or things

2. an object such as a piano, guitar, or flute, which you

6. music that is passed on from generation to generation

play to produce music

by oral tradition

5. to have the same opinion as somebody

9. the smallest part of a group

7. the words of a popular song

10. a small group of musicians who play popular music

8. a type of loud popular music, developed in the 1960s,
with a strong beat played on electric guitars and
drums

KEYWORD
1

10

2

3

4

5
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Wordsearch
Find and circle all of the words that are hidden in the grid. The words may be hidden in any direction. The
unused letters in the first line of the grid will give you the hidden message.

ACOUSTIC

CALMING

CLEAR

DEAFENING

EERIE

FUNKY

HEALING

INSTRUMENTAL

LOUD

RAUCOUS

SHRILL

SOFT

SWEAT

TECHNO

UPBEAT

HIDDEN MESSAGE
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Fun Time
What Music Genre Fits You Best?
Take the survey and find out your music taste.

4

1
Which of the following musical instruments would
you like to play?

Choose the option that describes your music
preference.

A) The acoustic guitar

A) Upbeat and fun

B) The electric guitar

B) Hard-core and raucous

C) The saxophone

C) Loud and improvisational

D) The violin

D) Relaxing and smoothing

E) The keyboard

E) Fast and critical

5

2
If you were an artist, how would you like to perform
a song?

Choose the option that describes your
personality the best.

A) Solo

A) Extroverted and conventional

B) In a band

B) Introverted and gentle

C) Solo with orchestra

C) Creative and intelligent

D) In an orchestra

D) At ease and with high self-esteem

E) Duet

E) Outgoing and aggressive

3
You would take most pride in … .
A) being an international star
B) being a part of a famous band
C) being the world’s greatest trumpeter
D) producing music
E) winning a freestyle battle
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Fun Time

If your answers include A option more, you are totally a pop music lover.
OK, you have a lot of friends who like you a lot, but isn’t it high time you gave up on leading a traditional way of life?

If your answers include B option more, you are a fan of rock music.
As a rock music lover, you are so kind and gentle that everyone around you must be thinking what a great guy you are.
However, you need to come out of your shell and get into the crowd more.

If your answers include C option more, you are into jazz music.
We know you have lots of friends and your self-respect is enviable. You must have a life that everyone wishes to have!

If your answers include D option more, classical music is just for you.
Do you know that classical music lovers are said to be smarter than other music lovers? I guess you are one of them.

If your answers include E option more, you are a rap music fan.
Rap music lovers like being social and they can be called as a total party lover, yet sometimes things can get out of
control for them. Stay calm, dude!
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ANSWER KEY
Fill in the Blanks

Matching

Multiple Choice

1- E

1- prefer

1- C

2- B

2- would prefer

2- B

3- H

3- would rather

3- A

4- J

4- prefer

4- E

5- C

5- would rather

5- D

6- G

6- would prefer

6- C

7- D

7- would rather

7- A

8- A

8- prefers

9- F

9- would prefer

10- I

10- prefer

Reading Activity
A.
1- Researchers aimed to find out whether there was a relationship between music and verbal memory.
2- Boys who had musical training had better verbal memories. / Their verbal memories improved.
3- Yes, it did.
C.
B.
Suggested answers:
1- verbal memory
- take a regular music training
2- visual
- play an instrument
3- centred
- join an orchestra
4- a year

Crossword

Keyword: FLUTE
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Wordsearch

Hidden Message: I LOVE MUSIC
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